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California State University, Long Beach is a member of the 23-campus California State University (CSU) system. The initial college, known then as Los Angeles-Orange County State College, was established on January 29, 1949, and has since grown to become one of the state’s largest universities.

The first classes in 1949 were held in a converted apartment building on Anaheim Street and the cost to enroll was just $12.50. The 169 transfer students selected from the 25 courses offered in Teacher Education, Business Education, and Liberal Arts which were taught by 13 faculty members. Enrollment increased in 1953 when freshman and sophomore students were admitted.

Expansion, in acreage, degrees, courses, and enrollment, continued in the 1960s, when the educational mission was modified to provide instruction for undergraduate and graduate students through the addition of master’s degrees.

In 1972, the California Legislature changed the name to California State University, Long Beach. Today, more than 37,000 students are enrolled at Cal State Long Beach, and the campus annually receives high rankings in several national surveys.

What students find when they come here is an academic excellence achieved through a distinguished faculty, hard-working staff, and an effective and visionary administration. The faculty’s primary responsibility is to create, through effective teaching, research, and creative activities, a learning environment where students grow and develop to their fullest potential.

This year, we will celebrate the accomplishments of the more than 9,000 graduates and candidates. They are earning doctoral, master’s, and bachelor’s degrees as well as credentials and certificates. We are proud of our graduating students, who now go forward to serve society.
Dear Graduate,

Warmest congratulations from your Beach family!

The completion of a college degree is a significant milestone, one that brings a lifetime of intellectual, professional, and personal rewards.

That your graduation comes at such an extraordinary moment in time makes your achievement all the more remarkable. I want you to know that your focus, persistence, resolve, and engagement over the past few difficult months have been an inspiration to faculty, staff, and classmates — and to me personally.

I also want to emphasize that your Beach journey does not end here. You are joining a large and accomplished alumni community, now more than 350,000 members strong, and I encourage you to take advantage of every opportunity to network with and build on our great tradition of Beach Pride. The future may be unknowable, but your degree and your alma mater will always be mainstays in your life, as will so many of the connections and friendships you formed here. “The Beach is for Life!”

My thanks and congratulations also extend to your families and friends — to all of those who have supported, encouraged, and loved you as you pursued your academic dreams and adapted to this semester’s changed instructional environment. You are all heroes in my book.

Graduate, you are entering a world greatly in need of your talents and contributions. Wherever your path may lead, I urge you to be strong, take heart, and continue doing all of the things that brought you the academic success we celebrate today. This graduating class will always have a special place in my memory.

Go Beach!

Jane Close Conoley, Ph.D.
President

---

Dear Class of 2020,

Congratulations on achieving this consequential milestone on the journey of a lifetime.

I am sure that, when you look back upon your commencement in the years to come, it will be with mixed emotions. Most often, you’ll be filled with pride and a powerful – and well-earned – sense of accomplishment. Perhaps sometimes you’ll relive a sense of amazement at attaining a goal that, at times, felt more than a little daunting. At other times, you may feel disappointment because of the unique and disruptive challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. I understand. The culmination of your college experience was not as you had expected – a virtual celebration following months of virtual learning, made necessary by this global public health crisis of historic proportions.

On this last point, it is my hope that you will also remember the ingenuity, adaptability, resilience and indomitable spirit you, your classmates, and your faculty and staff have demonstrated during these unprecedented and challenging times. I know I will. I will forever admire the class of 2020, and you will always hold a special place in my heart. And I have every confidence that the qualities that you have shown through these difficult days will continue to serve you well as you encounter life’s inevitable periods of hardship and uncertainty.

So today, we celebrate you – and all the hard work, perseverance and scholarship that brought you to this day.

Of course, you did not make this journey alone. We also recognize the faculty who deepened your knowledge and inspired you to see the world from new perspectives. We acknowledge the counselors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who championed you at every turn. And indeed, we appreciate the family, friends and loved ones who encouraged you, uplifted you and supported you along the way. Please remember to thank these important people, and let them know how much their support means.

We call today’s celebration a “commencement” because it is not an end, but rather a new beginning. As you start the next chapter of your life, I urge you to continue to wholeheartedly pursue knowledge, truth and innovation, and to strive to elevate your community, state, nation and – indeed – the world, as you achieve your personal and professional goals.

And I encourage you to stay in contact with your campus and the larger California State University community. Connect with classmates, seek out faculty as mentors and join alumni chapters. Look for opportunities to inspire and support future generations who seek to follow in your footsteps.

As a proud CSU graduate myself, I welcome you to the world’s largest and most influential alumni community – more than 3.8 million strong.

On behalf of the entire California State University, again, congratulations to the truly remarkable class of 2020.

Sincerely,

Timothy P. White
Chancellor
COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

The College of the Arts (COTA) at California State University, Long Beach is one of the largest and most respected state-supported arts colleges in the country. More than 3,500 majors and minors study in the School of Art, the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music, and the departments of Dance, Design, Film and Electronic Arts, and Theatre Arts. COTA has more than 100 full-time and 150 part-time faculty members allowing the College to offer nationally recognized, fully accredited degree programs, including the Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Art, Dance, and Design; the Bachelor of Science Degree in Industrial Design; the Bachelor of Music Degree; the Master of Fine Arts Degree in Art, Dance, and Theatre Arts; the Master of Arts Degree in Design; the Master of Music Degree; and the MFA/MBA in Theatre Management. Post-Baccalaureate Art Certificates are offered in Museum Studies and Biomedical Illustration.

The learning opportunities within COTA reflect its commitment to the arts in all its forms. For students seeking a degree in the arts, the College of the Arts provides an environment designed for individual achievement in the context of a diverse, engaged community. Curriculum and classroom experiences are strategically crafted to honor and acknowledge tradition, history, and the evolution of art forms while also encouraging unique, singular voices, disruption of norms, and innovative creativity. At the core of our mission is an appreciation of all cultures and art forms, and acknowledgement of their lasting value to the quality of life.

In addition to our academic units, COTA is home to the Carolyn Campagna Kleefeld Contemporary Art Museum and the Richard and Karen Carpenter Performing Arts Center, important campus and community resources. Annually, the college offers more than 500 productions, exhibition days, screenings, lectures, presentations, concerts, and performances showcasing our students, faculty, alumni, visiting artists, and world-renowned arts innovators and creators. Our campus and college are a major cultural resource in Southern California.

HONORS AND AWARDS

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE 2020
Ayla Decaire, Department of Theatre Arts

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE THESIS AWARD
Andrea Guerrero, “The Being/Becoming Object: Strategies in Unfolding, Disrupting, and Becoming in Contemporary Latinx and Latin American Art”

GRADUATE DEAN’S LIST OF UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS AND ARTISTS
Andrea Guerrero, School of Art
Hannah Neuhauser, Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Erin Reynolds, Department of Dance

DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT IN CREATIVE ACTIVITY AWARD
Alvaro Marquez, School of Art
Jillian Thompson, School of Art
Sara Hassan Khani, School of Art
Briana Stanley, School of Art
Erin Reynolds, Department of Dance
Queala Clancy, Department of Dance
Kristen Nemecek-Jones, Department of Theatre Arts
David Zahacewski, Department of Theatre Arts
Natalie Morales, Department of Theatre Arts
Adrian Tamez, Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Mariah Maglalang, Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Ling Wei, Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
### ART

**Master of Arts - Art**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diego Alvarez</td>
<td>Jamie Ann Nyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Anne Burch</td>
<td>Bethanie Marie Rayburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Castañeda</td>
<td>Fabiola Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Abigail Guerrero Miranda</td>
<td>Hsin Wei Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Hernandez</td>
<td>Anthony Ramon Zavala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randel King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Fine Arts - Art**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alan Henny Ayub Vidali</td>
<td>Benjamin John Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Victoria Barbani</td>
<td>Yucen Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Nicole Barrios</td>
<td>Alvaro Daniel Marquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Russell Brown</td>
<td>Rodolfo Gerardo Montalvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Anne Canchola</td>
<td>Jenny Marguerite Rask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghazaleh Daneshmand</td>
<td>Justin Rightsell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulia Gasio</td>
<td>Briana Miyoko Stanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Hassan Khani</td>
<td>Shima Taj Bakhsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya Chu Hu</td>
<td>Jillian Marie Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulki Kim</td>
<td>Pilar E. Valdez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Nguyen Le</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DANCE

**Master of Arts - Dance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Joseph Blanco Baluyot</td>
<td>Marcello Charles Sanna-Pickett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Kathleen Bravo</td>
<td>Megan Suzanne Skadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Jean Johnson</td>
<td>Coral Angelique Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolene Marie Johnson</td>
<td>Hillary N. Temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Jones</td>
<td>Gabrielle Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Marie McDaniel</td>
<td>Leiana-Marie Antoinette Volen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Aurora Mullikin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Fine Arts - Dance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queala Clancy</td>
<td>Erin Rose Reynolds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MUSIC

**Master of Arts - Music**

| Name                                                             | Name                      |
|                                                                  |                           |
| Hongzi Jiaxue                                                     | Hannah Emily Neuhauser    |
| Christine Marie Mattera                                           | Forrest Anthony Rucker    |
College of the Arts
Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree

ART

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Art Education
Devon Cynthia Burke
John Ashworth Burslem II
Jazmin Jade Castaneda
Celest Alicia Diaz
Zayra Favares
Stephanie Franco Alba
Rosemary Maria Garcia
Trinidad P A Garcia

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Art History
Alyssa Renee Allen
Jessy Rozetta Boyer
Ansel H. O. Browning
Jacinda Lacy Earwood
Kassandra Basilia Gomez
John Christopher Lee
Melissa Coralia Marinero
Maria Marks
Taryn Yu Gin McMillen

Bachelor of Arts - Art - Studio Art
Timothei Casas Abenoja
Angelie Jean Raz Abrantes
Eryl Jade Mejia Afuang
Casandra Aguiler Sanchez
Araceli Alamillo
Jailinne Alva
Alicia Alvarado
Jose Alberto Armador
Alisha Melinda Archuleta
Yanitzi Arroyo
Arturo Baez
Erykah Renee Baker
Dennis Ma Banh
Blake Berry
Taylor Malaya Boardman
Hannah Elizabeth Brimer
Brennan Bruggeman
Katherine Burden
Brice Daniel Burtness
Kyle Christopher Buzby
Nicholas Michael Jakob Byrne

THEATRE ARTS

Master of Fine Arts - Theatre Arts - Acting
Emily Ann Coleman
Stephanie Shelfer Lopez
Kristin Marie Nemecek-Jones

Master of Fine Arts - Theatre Arts - Technical Theatre/Design
Soo Yun Lim
Natalie Alessandra Morales

Theatre Arts - Master of Business Administration/Master of Fine Arts in Theatre Management
Tiffany A. Moon
Jacob Edward Plummer

Other

Stefan Jevtic
Golnaz Lessani
Yu-Chien Lin
Lucy Xi Lu
Mariah Rae Maglalang
Yoonjung Park
Jeffrey Reed Pllett
Samara B. Rice
Christopher Paul Rorrer
Elizabeth Mary Scarnati
David Edward Scott
Adrian Xavier Tamez
Evan Masa Tom
Ling Wei

David James Kloppenburg
Briana Landeros
Nathan Alexander Le Count Guajardo
Andrea Ivette Llamas
Janet Berenice Macias-Fuentes
Evelyn Luna Ramirez
Neia L. Wilson
Dana Clarice Mork
Jacqueline Elizabeth Pina
Jeff P Pitman
Keila Rivera
Xochitl San Vicente
Alexandra Hunter Stull
Lan Hoang Tran
Modina Naquai Tucker
Amanda Rose Zelaya

Andrew Cameron
Bianca Carolina Cardoza
Helena Cassandra Caudillo-Martinez
Kathy Shu Chin Chang
Elisha Naomi Chavez
Yi Xing Chen
Christina Maria Covarrubia
Christina Irene Covarrubias
Enis Evan De La Torre
Ruby Alene DeSimone
Phyrun P. Deab
Ani Anna Demirchyan
Enacio Diaz
Lauren Nichole Dickson
Dennis Duy Dinh
Samantha Rose Dominguez
Danielle Rose Downing
Kimberly Du
Cong-Ly Duong
Tijera Shanice Easley
Bachelor of Arts - Art - Studio Art, continued...

Brianna Shelly Elliott
Caroline Elizabeth Elliott
Kristen Marie Erickson
Lindsey Ann Flickinger
Alisha C. Flolo
Alexandra Nicole Flores
Eric Alfonso Flores
Stephanie Flores
Rudy Franco
Camille Elizabeth Furman Collot
Ashley Alyssa Galvan
Bik-yeh Hailey Gao
Julian Keith Gibb
Luciana Marie Giles
Jasmine Godinez-Gomez
Jennifer Mayabel Gomez Quijivix
Tony Guerrero
Ambar Guido
Melissa A. Hammonds
Bishop Lionel Hardy
Nicholas Alexander Henderson
Victoria Clare Henzon
Jocelyn Hernandez
Rubia Yesenia Hernandez
Cristina Herrera
Duy Dang Ho
Alexander Philip Hosain
Xianing Huang
Matthew Edward Hufman
Van Chuyen Huynh
Shelly Hwang
Michael Anthony Iacometti
Daphne Kristine Ingraham
April Meredith Jacobi
Dietrick Luis Gerard Jager
Sandra Jaqueline Jaime
Jun Mo Jeong
Lillian Gwendolynne Johnson
Darel George Jones
Alexandra Gabrielle Kazanteno
Mai Kemmotsu
Bryson Sean Keough
Tina Keshishian
Hyelim Kim
Jennifer Yaewon Kim
TaeHyeon Kim
Jessica Lee Knappe
Julia Ann Kole
Kalani Mae Alison Korver
Jacob Matthew Kwaschnefski
Annell Kate Dela Serna Labrador
Phillip Larn
Tatum Faith Langdon
Anna Jieun Lee
Benjamin Jaesung Lee
Natalie Leon
Nathan Ryan Libertowski
Yi Liang Liu
Jayson Daniel Longino
Erik Rolando Lopez-Arias
Nicolas Owens Loveland
Alexa Eva Lui
Kevin Ly
Jessica Mahar
Jeffrey Vincent Majors
Katherine Maldonado
Ronald Ryan Manrique
Catherine Leticia Marin
Miguel Martinez
Steven Maya-Guzman
Matthew Sean McFarren
Casey A. McPherrin
Deanna Elise Medek
Jazmin Mejia
Josue Alejandro Mendez
Gabriela Mendoza
Haleigh Lynn Miller
Rebecca Smilez Minjares
Sage L R Monroe
Reynaldo Mora
Natalie Moreno
Marcus Avram Moutra
Karen Nam
Soyoon Nam
Hisham Nashef
Vivian Le Nghiem
Anh Ngo
Lilly Ngov
Clark Tuong Nguyen
Paris Vo Nguyen
Thi Ngoc Nguyen
Kathy Ivonne Nolasco
Sandra Marie Olagues
Amy Orellana
Lawrence Vincent Ornelas, Jr.
Raul Orozco, Jr.
Adriana Valentina Orozco
Luis Fernando Orozco
Kristen Yasmin Ortega
Katlyn Marie Overtree
Robyn Mika Ozaki
John Louis Pearce
Christina Nicole Pinney
Nadia Podliessnova
Rio Briana De Leon Ponce'
Dennis Paola Quintero De Allen
Daniel Quintero
Giselle Rafik
Angelica Monique Ramirez
Briana Rose Rapone
Maria Guadalupe Reyes Barajas
Alicia Reyes
Janelle Reyes
Fabian Rincon
Kase Anne Ring
Amanda Elena Rios
David Rios
Cristofer Rivera Cruz
Trevor G. Roberson
Robert John Rochford
Daisy Ruiz
Jesus Fernando Saavedra Lopez
Gabriela Salas
Alex Sanchez
Alicia Sanchez
Amber Alexandra Santos
Amy Lynne Sekins
Juhee Seo
Cordelia My Shih
Fabiola Sillas
Jaan Deep Singh
Mary Louise Sofer
William Xavier Solano
Esmeralda Elizabeth Solis
Bianette Soriano
Ocean Aponi Spikes
Kelly Suh
Riana Carolipio Ta
Alexis-Marie Los Banes Tamayo
Eric I. Tamayo
Abigail Josie Taylor
Madeline Suzanne Taylor
Miracle Louise F. Terrazas
Jason Edward Tobin
Jimena Maria Torres McNease
Chandler Trey Torres
Daisy Torres
Kim Hoang Tran
Michelle Tran
Thi Minh Anh Tran
Tracy Ngoc Tran
Y Thi Truong
Anisah Afia Ullah
Anthony M. Valdez
C’Ausia Vivianna Valles
Carmen Maria Varona
Jasmine Krystle Velasco
Rishika Venkatesh
Juan Angel Villasenor
Sofia Montserrat Villasenor
Kevin Bryan Villatoro
Nicholas Thomas Vold
Teni Vong
Cody Cong Vu
Cory Man Khoi Vu
Hana Wada
Eleanna Nichole Wang
Shiyu Wang
Bryan Lee White
Allison Marie Wood
Alex Wu
Wenwen Xu
Kyoungmin Yi
Lina Yuno
Kristina Danielle Zercher
Xuewei Zhao
Bachelor of Fine Arts - 3-D Media (Fiber, Metal, Wood)
Vanessa Briann Barajas
Yena Kim

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Art Photography
Katlynn De Guzman
Chloe Louise Denson
Christina Elisabeth Fetzer
Tanielle Chyenne Gilbert
Sierra Jean Harris
Heather Sohee Kim

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Ceramics
Diana Yesenia Alvarado
Ashley Gwen Estabrook
Althea Fiona Fultz
Lexis Victoria Gomez
Grace Ha

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Drawing and Painting
Sienna Marie Browne
Ruben Cantoran
Elijah Trent Condon- Gaines
Melissa Lissette Flores Villena
Priscilla Sandra Flores
Sara Elena Garcia
Jaclyn Eva Guido
Andrea Gutierrez
Bradley John Kahabka
Joshua Toi Kawahata

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Graphic Design
Jocelyn Alonzo
Anjelica Pauline Dizon Arias
Lisa Marie Bell
Cole Alan Brown
Helen Nalani Brown
Michelle Cano
Lauren Nicole Carmody
Jonathan Joshua Caviness
Christina Chan
Benjamin Otis Charnow
RM Jonah Bedra Coloma
Cindy Estrella Cruz
Brandon Jyceang Diep
Uyenmi Quang Duong
Myles Mahogany Durden
Shengzi Fang
Romesh Jude Fernando
John Dominic Fingerhut
Samantha Joy Flores
Hector Obstavio Garcia
Javier Daniel Garcia
Valerie Garcia
Justin Blaine Gardner
Raquel Gonzalez
Nolan Stuart Havig
Evan Takashi Heenan
Oscar Hernandez Ortega
Daniela Quiriat Hernandez
Jesse Elizabeth Hiemstra
Marybelle Huynh
Seul Gi Jung
Rip Kal

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Illustration/Animation
Valor E. Aguilar
Kah Okiya
Gerell Hunter Allen Wilson
Lauren Jaeyoung An
Ashley Ruth Anderson
Amber Aquino Arzaga
Sabrina Marie Astran
Andy M. Ayala
Ruobing Bao
Noah Rhys Barrett
Allison Mariah Barrios
Kayla Isabelle Bate
Caitlyn Alyse Bidwell
Valerie Celeste Bridges
Brian Steve Campise
Arlene Cardenas
Anne Shin En Chen
Judy Chi
Sally Eun Choi
Ryan Travis Chu
Ricardo Corona
Daniel Greg Cox
Melanie Gabriela Cristofaro
Kimberly Yessenia De Leon
Julia Renee Devine
Mai-Han Thi Do
Janet Mailan Doan
Robin Ann Elderkin
Caroline Elizabeth Erickson
Magbis Escarcega
Chloe Payton Krsteski
Taehyun Kwon
Iulia Lapicus
Nhu Nguyen Quynh Le
Hanna Lee
Jessica Loveshawn Madlock
Noriel Anne Mamalato
Don Bautista Manalo
Adrianna Marie Marin
Albert Martinez
Jocelyne Martinez
Sandra Rose Martinez
Su Hiaing Moe
Amanda Mercado Nazareno
Ashlee Ann Orellano
Rockwell Anthony Pascual
Amanda Thanh Pham
Vanessa Ramos
Erin Mae Ramsey
Pongpuk Rojanasupya
Leilani Angelina Sato
Katelyn Faith Serrano
Ashley Lorraine Sharp
Yuji Shiraiva
Alisa Simonova
Andy Sokhom
Jessica Tan
An Thai
Kathleen Giovanni Puji The
Celine Le Tran
Jennifer Vv Tran
Edgar Eduardo Trancozo
Chanel Flores Villanueva
Tin Duc Vu
Andrea Rene Ross West
Emily L. Williams
Katherine Anne Yasko
Elyse Lauren Yim

Bachelor of Fine Arts - 3-D Media (Fiber, Metal, Wood)
Destiny Corrine Randall
Yi-chih Wang

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Art Photography
Jonathan Lee
Tatiana Alyssa Mata
Corey James Ricks
Kristy Noel Still
Alexandra Vazquez
Kaela Lynn Watso

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Ceramics
Yoon S. Hwang
Crystal Michelle Mitchell
So Ir Park
Christopher Suarez
Bailey Ann Walters

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Drawing and Painting
Mickaela Nicole Kubiak
Jesus Jose Nunez
Tara Elizabeth O’Gorman
Stacy Elizabeth Panfilo
Marina Lizette Perez
Rosaura Pila Godinez
Pawan Pourniginda
Adam George Sabolick
Sylvan G. Streightiff

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Graphic Design
Marissa I. Espiritu
Julie Ann Fallon
Emily Hu Fan
Kelly Ryan Fenninger
Candace Leigh Frisbie
Rebecca Garcia
Victoria Camila Geis
Kimberly Nicole Gibbons
Valerie Azul Gill I
Amanda Christine Giron
Ashley Carrillo Glover
Rodrigo Gonzalez-Garcia
Sophia Jane Grecco
Miranda Alyson Grijalva
Kaferman Guan
Beijing Guo
Shelby Simone Hayes
Elijah Patrick Henry
Luis Fernando Hernandez
Anh Minh Ho
Isis Huang
Kayla Bethany Anneke Huang
Yuqi Huang
Eraj Hussain
Chanmealea Huy
Jean Norika Iwohara
Cristine Jauregui
So Youn Jeon
Nathalie Jasmine Juarez
Kelly Emily Juarez-Hernandez
Bachelor of Arts - Illustration/Animation, continued...

Jordan Shinichiro Kaneshiro
Connor Jordan Kelpin
Jose Larios
Lauren London Lee
Brenda Leon
Lisa Lopez
Samuel William Lozada
Genesis Dinorah Lugo
Audrey Haelin Lyu
Cynthia Lynn Macabuhay
Izzat Charles Marchi
Roque Martinez Navarro
Fabiola Roxanne Martinez
Jayshawnd Carl McWilliams
Cristiok Miguel Mcloney
Daniel Galeana Medina
Alyssa Renee Mejia
Mayra Odelys Mendoza
Rolando Millares
April Catherine Mitchell
Cheyanne Ola Mize
Lisa Mizuochn
Keonemol Melissa Muong
Cheyenne Hieu Thao Taylor Nguyen
Christy Nha Nguyen
Helen Uyen Thy Nguyen
Lucia Ai Nguyen
Melissa Susan Nguyen
Phuong Huynh Nhu Nam Nguyen
Thao Hoang Phuong Nguyen
Daisy Orozco Juarez
Nicholas Andrew Orr
Richelle Pearson
John Pelico III
Darwin Ulisses Perez
Vanessa Perez
Brianna Rehmann
Jaida Simone Reid
Daniele Nicole Reyes-Neyra

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Printmaking

Edith Suleyma Contreras
Christopher Dale Estrada

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Sculpture

Heidi Fernandez- Saavedra
Mark Dustin Hertzel
Cecilia Leonard
Savannah Jayne Mathews

Ashley Brieanne Rhyne
Daniel Angel Robles
Ashley Michelle Rock
Alexis Rodriguez
Marco Antonio Rodriguez
Samuel Alexis Rodriguez
Camille A. Romero
Fabian Garcia Rubio
Elana Vianey Sahagun
Madeleen Ann San Miguel
Cindy Sanchez
Tatiana Grace Sanchez
Donya Carmelia Sepahpur
Shanell Serrato
Hannah Eden Shafiroff
Genesis Odalis Sosa
Stephania Maria State
Harrison William Stetzer
Kelsey Noel Steuernagel
Hijri Kirk Takeuchi
Sau Yu Tang
Alexis Torres
Carolina Guadalupe Torres
Renee Roxana Torres
Aubrey Dawn Turner
Evelyn Regina Vasquez
Anthony Thomas Volz
Sara Elisabeth Vonepp
Mandy Tiffany Wang
Karah Nicole West
Olivia Kate Wildman
Sarah Elizabeth Wolff
Mackenzie Leigh Woodworth
Jialing Wu
Qianying Wu
Yutong Ye
Renee Sarah Yedidsion
Chih Hsuan Yu
Alyana R. de Vera

DANCE

Bachelor of Arts - Dance

Jazmin Alejos
Imani R. Bias
Sara Angelica Celaya
Miranda Lou Cox
Samantha Rose Guzy
Rachel Krista Hogg
Anika Melane Ljung
Alana Johnson Minicberg
Caleigh Rae Romanell

Bachelor of Arts - Dance Science

Sara Marenda Aceves
Emily Stewart Ashdown
Shaye L. Fear
Jocelyn Alejandra Garcia
Cassandra B. Godinez
Amber Nuri Kim
Lauren Leigh Malone
Aliyah Nicole Martin

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Dance

Aisha Shauntel Bardge
Sarah Marie Cullotta
Elenna Caitlyn Derkach
Jasmine Jacqueline Dideban
Catilina Raine Eddy
Jeffrey Elliott Valdivia Finnerman
Paige M. Geissler
Jaslyn Delentina Hamblin

DESIGN

Bachelor of Arts - Design

Tomas Jacela Adriano
Sarah Najeh Hussein Al Hamadani
Elizabeth Inez Arellano
Daniel Ayala
Mark Russell Azevedo
Sandra Mousa Ramzy Beshai
Brooke Faith Bolin
Griffin Gardner Cantrell
Alyssa Mia Casillas
Stephanie Chen
Weicong Chen
Julie Gissel Contreras
Brian Donald Curtin

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Design

Tomas Jacela Adriano
Sarah Najeh Hussein Al Hamadani
Elizabeth Inez Arellano
Daniel Ayala
Mark Russell Azevedo
Sandra Mousa Ramzy Beshai
Brooke Faith Bolin
Griffin Gardner Cantrell
Alyssa Mia Casillas
Stephanie Chen
Weicong Chen
Julie Gissel Contreras
Brian Donald Curtin

Renea Belle Dawson
Mary Louise Esquerra
Lexus Destiny Felix
Molly Marie Friedman
Tyler Niel Fullerton
Alyssa Marie Gallegos
Niki Ghavam
Naderedh Ghelichafshari
Samantha Michelle Gomez Burant
Anissa Gomez
Mizuho Davina Gonzalez Lozano
Alanah Nicole Greenberg
Wen Gu
Bachelor of Arts - Design, continued...

Kimberlee Nicole Hansen
Heidi Hernandez
Miriam Consuelo Hernandez
Sandra Huang
Tzu Yu Huang
Hamzah Bassam Mohd Fayez Khatib
Tiffany Le
Joon Han Lee
Angie Li
Erica Lopez Vasquez
Man Luo
Yangcheng Luo
Alexis Luong
April Phuong Vm Ly
Dizhan Blu Malinis
Michael Jeffrey McCrone
Maria Fernanda Mendoza Flores
Katelyn Christine Miller
Kyle Andrew Nash
Daisy Stephanie Nava Arias
Crystal Nava
Lucas Mun Jaun Ng I
Thi Minh Nguyen
Marisol Trinidad Noriega
Casey Kathrina Oetomo
Aida Ohadi Kabir Magsudliu
Amber Gissell Padilla
Leonardo Perez
Rey Lynne Porizek
Sara M. Prado
Gabriel Ramos, Jr.
Jordan Paris Ray
Alexa Anne Richards
Alicia Virginia Richlin
Marisela Rodriguez
Maya Rosner
Andrea Cristina Salcido
Jesus Sanchez, Jr.
Marsia Mae Schuster
Jordan Jacob Shilkoff
Taylor-Jet Shubert
Annie S. Son
Erica Ashley Stanovcak
Marvin Suarez
Darlyn Suganda
Alfred Ton
Sepideh Salimi Torkamani
Sandra Toscano
Jonathan Minh Phuc Vu
Sarah Marie Waitman
Tian Wang
Elijah Davon Washington
Henry Wenhan
Rongna Yang
Yijun Yang
Kunyu Kelvin Yao
Jing Zhang

Bachelor of Fine Arts - Interior Design

Andrea Acevedo
Jennifer Teresa Avila
Minehli Babakhaniants
Beneve Garcia Balingit
Monica Marlene Becerra
Maria Paulina Carrasco
Sum Yee Clarissa Choong
Regina A A Dias
Bianna Nichole Dumas
Grecia Estrada
Ou Fang
Katherine Nicole Flores
Vanessa L. Gonzalez
Suvinir Gunaratna
Crystal Zithali Guzman
Edyth Guzman

FILM & ELECTRONIC ARTS

Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Narrative Production

Alyssa Dominique Delgado Aguilos
Jake Haynes Allyn
Sara Somer Alvarez Narragon
Devin Bruce Andrews
Gabriel John Beyrooty
Austin Mitchell Campbell
Maxim Khamlleck Caradonna
Surya Teja Chittadi
Julian Gregory Dell
Miguel A. Escalona
Jordan Davis Ferguson
Michael Andrew Furness
Abner Rene Gonzalez
Celine Gossage
Monica Isabel Higuera
Dominic Steven Hure
Ryan Hunter Jabola
Marshall Sebastian Kolderup-Lane
Troi Aaliyah Lodrig
Amy Lynne Illinois McGraw
Emanie Koniale Moniz
Adriana Patricia Morales
Sultan Mukhtar
William Melville Murphy III
Daylyn Marie Paul
Jacqueline Perez Magana
Emily Raquel Rodriguez
Juan Manuel Sanchez Contreras
Rudelisa Obenza Solidarios
James Spencer
Sayaka Utsunomiya
Janine Anne Uyanga
Benjamin Charles Winter
Hunter Andrew Woelfle
Siyu Zhang
Jonathan Michael Zuroff

Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Theory and Practice of Cinema

Brady Abeles
Ivan Alejandro Acevedo
Yanira Aguilar Davis
Efrain Franco Aldaco
Karim Zaid Aikhouli
Ayniesa Kara Paris Anderson
Luis Fernando Andrade, Jr.
Kazandra Elaine Angelo
Paul Annyei, Jr.
Marco A. Apun
Arvid Arays
Steven Avila
Brian Louie Santos Bagorio
Micah Christian Bailey
Bachelor of Arts - Film and Electronic Arts - Theory and Practice of Cinema, continued...

Natalie Taylor Balderas
Wesley Connor Banford
Dylan Andrew Banks
Everett Justin Barton
Trevor James Benoun
Mina Victoria Bogedahl
Amber Cheyane Bolden
Kristin Madeleine Braun
Alyssa Marie Bravo
Gerry Matthew Bueno
David Sopah Bunhor
Ashley Jordan Burks
Nichole Canolo
Madison Maria Carmenate
Harvey Carrasco
Karlie Ariel Casas
Nathan Quincy Chen
Anthony Miles Clark
Dominic Vincent Colangelo
Milton Alejandro Coreas
Gillian Xian Cornwall
Jocelyn Cortez
Esmee Faina Coster
Emily Claire Cox
Gabriela Cruz Bojorquez
Bryan Curiel
Benjamin Gregory Davidson
Nicholas Gregorio Delgado
Gina Louise DiPietro
Anthony Doo
Izabela Lyubomirova Dorosieva
Luke Bennnett Duncan I
KeAndrea Deja Marie Dunn-Pickett
Trung Minh Duong
Andy Nicholas Espinoza
Edgar Ivan Farias
Diego Fimbres-Santana
Xochiti Flores
Favian Antonio Franco
Brendon Lee Fraser
Madelyn Rose Garcia
Robert John Garcia
Jarrett Gillett
Danielle Elyse Giraldo
Alex Gonzalez
Emily A. Graham
Anthony Raymond Gurubel
Ariana Gutierrez
Michele Drake Haddad
Paul R. Hall
Reese Winfield Hancharick

Misato Hara
Zameer Hassan
Iris Camille Baculi Haw
Eliezer Hernandez
Gabriel Michael Hernandez
Martin Eduardo Hernandez
Dylan Michael Hert
Patrick Foster Higgins
Stacie Lynne Higgins
Timothy Michael Hoard
Melissa Marie Housos
Chen Cha Hsu
Jessica Hurtado
Vincent Ignacio Ibarra
Christian Giovanni Infantes
Sean Ryan Isma
Amani H. Kabwe
Destiny Lynn Kelly
Brandon Hor Kheang
Andy Chang Kim
Sowon Kim
Anthony John Klune III
Jacob Taylor Korupp
Eric Seiji Koshimizu
Cheeska Mae Abayata Lapitan
Monica Thao Le
My Linh Le
Alexander James Ledebruh
Brian Stefano Lee
Jack Ryan Leib
Ileana Lemus
Xiaoman Li
Sergio Licea
Joseph Michael Lichauco
Yu Ching Liu
German Sebastian Lomeli
Jose Manuel Lopez
Elizabeth Lopez-Anzurez
Kylie Anne Louthan
Jared Edward Lowey
Nicole Whitney Lu
Adrian Bonardo Lumbantobing
Jose Ernesto Luna, Jr.
Sebastian Blu Lytwynec
Stephanie Cassandra Madrigal Chavez
Brendan Madrigal
Riri Maeda
Juan Manuel Manzo
Taiki Masukawa
Isabel Nava Mattox
Sarah Katelyn McLaughlin

Victor Melin
Gabrielya Yasslyn Mendoza
Jessica Marie Mendoza
Mia Elizabeth Miller
Wylatt Clyde Mitchell
Daisuke Miwa
Esmeralda Ruby Montano
Kevin Andrew Montes
Louie Edward Mora
Natalia Munoz
Sanaz Tavassoli Nasiri
Chloe Nguyen
Miriam M. Nybak
Matthew Jin-Hyung Oh
Manuel Antonio Pajarito
Nitta Raksmays Pann
Jordan Troy Pelzi
Chayse Ashlyn Pena
Erika Nannett Perez
Justin Robinson Pham
Maxwell Quang Phan
Jose De Jesus Ponce
Stephanie R Cornbart I
Ethan Patrick Ramos
Ciprian John Robielos
Guy Stuart Robinson
Cesar Enrique Rocha
Celina LeeAnn Rodriguez
Seung Ho David Roh
Savannah Cheyenne Rohloff
Kyle Christophoor Russell
Ana Silvia Salcedo
Katrina Pauline Santana
Jared Marvin Manlaysay Sarreal

Moe Sasaki
Haley Anne Scharf
Jacob Orlando Siciliano
Mariana Silva Gomez
Kenika Douring Sisowath
Jackson Steven Sjogren
Mia Nicole Sklena
Tyler Slater
Justin Son
Julissa Trinnianne Starnes
Elizabeth Christine Stiller
Cody Strong
Asianna Nicole Suarez
Chanikarn Thipichetkul
Kaitlyn Naomi Tolkosoff
Madison Marjorie Torres
Sophia Nguyen Tran
Stephanie Tran
Tan Michael Twardowski
Eduardo Ruano Vaca
Aaron Valenzuela
Jaimee Van Essen
Chue Mee Vang
Salvador Vera
Eli Wesley Watson
Callipeo Faith White
Karissa Renee Win
Nathan William Wong
Jason Gates Wood
Sky Wood
Tareena T. Woods
Adara Young
Luis Miguel Zuniga
Ashley Rose Marie del Rio

Bachelor of Arts - Music

Kahlia Summer-Imogene Ferguson
Crystal Andrea Peralta
Holly Marie Freiberg
Efrain Jose Ramirez
Evan Richard Hatfield
Jose Anotonio Sigala
Amy E. Hori
Diana Sue Sims
Berkley Joh Kielhack
Jesse John Tebay
Quihan Mao
Alexa Lee Ulman

Bachelor of Music - Composition

Joseph Bernard Bucsit
Crystal Andrea Peralta
Cameron Daniel Johnston
Arin Shahjahanian
Issac Kang
Paul Deiss Smith II
Kaitlyn Luting Kimura
Zachry Tyler Taburaza
Kei Matsuo
Stephen William Tontz, Jr.
Bachelor of Music - History & Literature
Georgette Luluquisin Patricio

Bachelor of Music - Music Education - Choral-Vocal Music
Joseph Michael Carini
Josefina Carrillo
Megan Annemarie Dalen
Ethan Hunter Daneguldberg
Mariah Jasmine Fields Mitchell
Hannah Stephannie Hamilton
Abigail Grace Huesmann
Katherine Ogilvie Keilty
Natalie Martinez
Chloe Helena Puertas
Matthew A. Real
Patrick L. Rosal

Bachelor of Music - Music Education - Instrumental Music
Gabrielle Tugade Baniqued
Isabel Alejandra Barajas Rodriguez
Maria Elizabeth Crowley
Juan Daniel Damian Ramos
Paola Anahy Falfan
Dennis Campbell Feinland
Luis Alberto Gracia
Bryan Anthony Marquez
Maxfield Douglas Maynard
Daman Vuong Nguyen
Makaela Joy Olin
Juan Manuel Perez Herrera II
Mary Cheyenne Perkins
Diego Noel Quintero
Jesus Sidronio Sanchez

Bachelor of Music - Performance
Madeleine Summer Adragna
Melina Summer Adragna
Christopher Arthur Amaro
Slater James Astle
Cesar Augusto Ballardo, Jr.
Grant Everest Beach
Shawn Christopher Berry
Michaela Marie Blanchard
Emily Nicole Booth
Gary Briggs
Fred John Sayegh Canada
David Alejandro Ceja
Kevin Chan
Seong Jun Choi
Annie Chow
Christopher Robin Cockrill
Ryan Kristopher Cortes
Maria Elizabeth Crowley
James Christopher Dahl
Robin Olivia Daly
Ethan Hunter Daneguldberg
Emilly Elizabeth Davis
Ronin Jacob Del Castillo
Kyle Jordan Dudley
Brandon Yuki Evans
Dennis Campbell Feinland
Gabriel Pi Feldman-Franden
Selene Crystal Fernandez
Alex Vincent Flavel
David Solomon Galvan
Anastasia Dylan Gastelum
Joshua Samuel Goldstein
Casey June Goodwin
Lea O. Guardado
Elizabeth Gutierrez
Evan Michio Hamada
Jeffery Allen Harley
Hunter Michael Hawkins
Christopher Michael Hill
Christopher Demoro Innes
Janice Anne Iorga
Stephanie Joy Iorga
Ji Sun Jung
Cheryl Olsen Lake
Alice Lee
Angel Liu
Luke Thomas Lizotte
Andrew Gage Loveland
Patrick Christopher Malone
Angela Michelle Marvin
Bailey James Mason
Teriyanna Antwainet McCoy

THEATRE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts
Katrina Louise Bonin
Elizabeth Jensina Bostrom
Jasmine Andrea Braff
Stephanie Elizabeth Bustamante
Marlon Roberto Campos
Joseph Steven Chavarria
Rita Hripsime Chavdarian
Timothy Cruz
Madeleine Hunter Focht
Sade Aylosion Gabb
Pedro Garcia
Alexa Gil
Ronald Wayne Glicden
Priscilla Edith Gonzalez
Amanda Marjory Graham
Brandon Anthony Men Guillermo
Cynthia Rose Harris
Rosalie Marie Helling

Ye In Kim
Brandon Masaud King
Luis Alberto Mc Lean
Henry Alexander Meza
Fabian Montes
Eric Rafael Morales
Deon Reynard Morgon, Jr.
Harold Prajac Ny
Jessica Orozco
Joanna Dianne Padilla
Yesenia Padilla
Jeremy Pimentel
Michael A. Pilzga
Cassandra Irene Rodriguez
Lauren Rose Sanders
Donge Jorden Tucker, Jr.
Joanna Lenny Weingartner
Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts - Performance - Acting

Aaron Joseph Allen
Emely Denise Arguijo
Brendan Ian Backman
Haley Rose Blizzard
Natalia Annette Caraballo
Gabriella Alessandra Cefalu
Ryan Lee Chiu
Kaleigh Marie Clark
Emma Cole
Mikayla Elizabeth Conley
Stephanie Monet Corey
Mayra Eloisa De Leon
Ayla Marie Decaire

Bachelor of Arts - Theatre Arts - Technical Theatre - Scenery/Costume/Lighting Design

Jesse R. Alarcon
Kendra Elizabeth Andrews
Tasha Elizabeth Capote
Guadalupe Sugenia Ceballos
Kit Tai Cheung
Gabriel Steven Cota
Christina Marie Estrada
Jasmine Nicole Flores
Jazmine Flores
Maria De Lourdes Garcia Silva
Alexander Gonzalez
Franklin E M Hansen
Penny Lorraine Hill
Alexis Lynn Hull
Abigail Lacki-Hall
Nicolas Jacob Lamb

ART
Certificate - Museum Studies

Bethanie Marie Rayburn
Anthony Ramon Zavala
Administration of CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY LONG BEACH

President ........................................................... Jane Close Conoley
Chief of Staff, Office of the President .............................. Neal Schnoor
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs .......... Brian Jersky
Vice President for Administration and Finance ..................... Scott Apel
Interim Vice President for Student Affairs ........................ Mary Ann Takemoto
Vice President and Chief Information Officer ....................... Min Yao
Vice President for University Relations & Development .......... Michele Cesca

TRUSTEES OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

The Honorable
GAVIN NEWSOM
Governor of California

The Honorable
ELENI KOUNALAKIS
Lieutenant Governor

The Honorable
ANTHONY RENDON
Speaker of the Assembly

The Honorable
TONY K. THURMOND
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

TIMOTHY P. WHITE
CSU Chancellor

Silas Abrego
Larry L. Adamson
Jane W. Carney
Adam Day (Chairman)
Rebecca D. Eisen
Douglas Faigin
Debra S. Farar
Jean P. Firstenberg
Wenda Fong
Juan Garcia
Maryana Khames
Lillian Kimbell (Vice Chair)
Jeffrey R. Krinsk
Jack McGrory
Hugo N. Morales
Romey Sabalius
Lateefah Simon
Christopher Steinhauser
Peter J. Taylor

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

COLLEGE COORDINATOR:
Bethany Price

CAMPUS PARTNERS:
Alumni Relations
Advanced Media Productions
Athletics
Beach Building Services
Bob Murphy Access Center
Enrollment Services
Forty-Niner Shops
Information Technology
Strategic Communications
Student Health Services
Packing and Transportation Services
Registrar’s Office
University Events
University Police
University Print Shop

UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT TEAM:
Michele Cesca - VP of University Relations and Development
Christopher Reese - AVP University Relations and Development
Sally Schliesmayer - Director, University Events
Brian Miles Garibay - Assistant Director, University Events
Lauren Dragicevich - Coordinator, University Events
Noemi Guevara - Director, Alumni Engagement
Program Cover Design: Tino Siwabessy
Program Design: John Feijoo